ViON Enterprise Cloud™ is a hybrid, multi-cloud management solution that offers organizations complete control over deployment, management, billing and governance of their cloud environments. VEC combines Operations, Service and Business Management functions into a single interface – across Private, Public and Hybrid clouds.

1. **Consolidate Multi-Cloud and Hypervisor Management with a Single Interface**
   - Manage any public, private and hybrid cloud in a single pane of glass
   - Seamlessly integrate with public cloud providers, ViON as-a-Service solutions, hyperconverged platforms and legacy data center infrastructure
   - Expand or migrate workloads between cloud environments efficiently via policies

2. **Provide Visibility and Control with End-to-End Governance for Order Management**
   - Reduce “shadow IT” with on-demand, self-service ordering
   - Easily monitor and manage show backs/charge backs and usage across your organization’s structure
   - Derive deeper insights from data delivered via detailed reporting dashboard

3. **Accelerate New Order Processing with a Self-Service IT Platform**
   - Empower users to procure what they need, as they need it by offering a “public cloud-like” catalog
   - Increase efficiency and visibility with online ordering and billing of infrastructure
   - Manage user access by integrating with role-based lists and policies

4. **Decrease Deployment Times for IT Environments**
   - Deploy systems, applications and environments in minutes with end-to-end automation
   - Service lifecycle management allows for quick insight into provisioned environmental health, and what versions are in use
   - Script out custom configurations based on company’s evolving needs

5. **Streamline Asset and Change Management**
   - Manage assets and capacity, and review system changes, with ITIL-based service delivery
   - SLA Dashboard for problem/incident management and 24x7 support and maintenance
   - Gain insights and ensure compliance via customized order and change reports

To learn more about ViON Enterprise Cloud, go to [www.vion.com/what-we-do/multi-cloud/](http://www.vion.com/what-we-do/multi-cloud/) or email us at info@vion.com